
A group of heroes receives a distress 
call while escorting a convoy of 
escaped slaves by ship from Atlantis 
to North America. Breaking off to 
investigate, they find a New Navy 
task group under massive attack by 
Horune Pirates as it heads toward 
a rocky volcanic island. Assisting 
the New Navy embroils the team 
to stop an enormous slave raid in 
North America.

THE RUSTY RAZORTHE RUSTY RAZOR
After picking up a group of escaped 
slaves from contacts in the Liberated  
Underground, a convoy of Tomorrow 
Legion ships escorts the escapees to 
the shores of North America and a 
better life at Castle Refuge. There are 
four escort ships, a frigate, and three 
patrol boats, protecting the convoy. 
The group crews the Rusty Razor—a 
Black Eel Torpedo boat that has seen 
better days.

The rising and falling swell of the 
Atlantic Ocean gently rocks the 
Rusty Razor, your refurbished Black 
Eel torpedo boat. The transport 
ships off your port side are carrying 
escaped slaves from the terrible island 
of Atlantis. Once ashore in North 
America, the Tomorrow Legion will 
help them get to Castle Refuge. There 
they will join many other refugees in 
building hope for tomorrow.

DOLDRUMS
Long days on the ocean can get a 

little routine. For an optional role-
play opportunity, deal cards for a 

Background or Downtime Interlude 
(see Savage Worlds) as the sailors swap 
stories and deal with boredom.

The convoy makes its way through 
the Caribbean islands on its way to 
port in Houstown when they pick up a 
broken, static-filled, distress call.

"USS Starlite..under attack by pirates...
require immediate assistance."

Despite the risks, Ethelyn Duke, the 
convoy commander, gives the order to 
break off and investigate.

SET A COURSE
Without the aid of modern satellites 

and GPS, finding the source of the 
transmission is complicated. Have the 
group make a series of skill rolls at -2 
to quickly locate the distressed ships. 
Heroes can only lead or Support one roll.

 � Radio and Sonar: Electronics 
or Science 

 � Navigation: Survival or Notice
 � Flank Speed: Boating or Repair

Grant a Token for each Success and 
Raise (remove one Token for Critical 
Failure on the lead or Support rolls). 
The number of Tokens affects the 
situation when the players arrive on 
the scene.

 � More than one per player: The 
group makes excellent time, and 
the New Navy ships have not 
suffered any Wounds.

 � One per player: The New Navy 
ships are holding their own and 
only have one Wound each. Roll 

on the Critical Hit table once for 
each ship.

 � Less than one per player: The 
sharks are circling. One New Navy 
ship has gone down, and the other 
two have 3 Wounds each. Roll on 
the Critical Hit table 3 times for 
each remaining boat.

 � None: The navy ships have been 
sunk, and this is now a rescue 
operation. Fish as many marines 
and sailors out of the water as 
possible and flee the Horune 
in a Chase.

FLEET ACTION
A small battlegroup of unidentified 

modern warships is besieged by alien-
looking vessels. A successful Common 
Knowledge roll reveals the alien ships 
are Horune Pirates (see entry below), 
known allies of the Splugorth. The 
modern ships appear to be advanced 
US Navy pre-Cataclysm designs. The 
appearance of the Rusty Razor causes 
the cowardly pirates to retreat, but they 
will be back with friends soon!

YOUR MISSION, SHOULD YOU 
CHOOSE TO ACCEPT IT 

After rescuing the New Navy task 
group, Captain Laura Lawson, the 
battlegroup commander, explains the 
severity of the mission.

"We were on patrol through this island 
chain when we spotted a huge armada 
of Horune ships. We shadowed them 
for a few days to determine their 
destination, finally managing to 
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isolate a small craft, board her, interrogate the crew and check 
their logs. Turns out they're heading for American territory; 
they want to raid Houston. Enslave the whole city. Guess 
there's some kind of big monster party happening on Atlantis, 
and they need lots of fodder for food and entertainment. We're 
trying to get the information to our allies on shore at Avenger 
Armaments. Now we're surrounded by damn pirates, and 
our command ship is too far out to get to us in time to fight 
our way out."

Captain Lawson pulls up a surprisingly detailed map of 
the area. Her mispronunciation of Houstown earlier seems 
to be carried over here too, as it reads "Houston."

"We have a communications tower on this island, part of 
a secret relay network. It can reach Houston to signal a 
warning. I'm pulling together a team to get to the island and 
upload the information. But these pirates are hot on our tails. 
Your ship is small and fast and might make it through the 
Horune patrols—especially if we make a lot of racket to get 
their attention. We've heard of you Tomorrow Legion types. 
You're supposed to be the good guys. This would be a good 
time to prove it—get my marine ashore and get to that relay."

To hammer the point home alarm, klaxons begin to sound 
as the rest of the Horune Armada appears on the horizon 
and begins bearing down on them.

SILENT RUNNINGSILENT RUNNING
The surviving New Navy vessels attempt to draw off the 
Horune Amanda. At the same time, the crew of the Razor 
and their Marine ally sneak ashore to reach the radio 

tower and transmit the warning. This a Dangerous Quick 
Encounter using Boating, Electronics, Stealth, Survival or 
other applicable skills (up to the GM) to avoid detection. If 
successful, the team reaches the beach without being harmed.

STORMING THE BEACH
As the heroes arrive on the beach, they encounter enemy 

resistance—a force of Horune Pirates riding Sea-Horse Sleds 
and led by a Horune Captain and his pet Lorica Wraith!

HORUNE PIRATES!

 E Horune Pirate: Armed with an NG-P7 Particle Beam 
Rifle, see below and The Tomorrow Legion Player's Guide.

 � Horune Pirates (2 per hero): See below.
 � Mosasaurus, Marine Dinosaur: See Blood & Banes.
 � Lieutenant Josh Burke: A Resilient New Navy 

Marine; see Atlantis and the Demon Seas, or substitute a 
Commando from Savage Foes of North America.

ISLAND TREKISLAND TREK
Regardless of how they arrive, the team must survive an 

arduous trek across inhospitable terrain before making their 
ascent to the radio tower atop the island's second-highest 
mountain. Everyone must make a Vigor or Piloting roll to 
avoid Fatigue while travelling overland on foot to avoid 
enemy detection. The island is an inhospitable volcanic 
wasteland imposing a -2 penalty to the Rolls and requiring 
almost 12 hours of travel. Depending on how quickly the 
team makes progress, pull one or more Action Cards to 
determine their encounters during the Travel.

TRAVEL CARDS

CARD SUIT DESCRIPTION

2-10 Spades Poisonous Bugs: Someone kicks up a colossal swarm of biting, stinging bugs catch everyone inside 
the template—Huge Flying Swarm Things from Savage Foes of North America—poisonous stinger.

J-Ace Spades Fire Elemental: A protective elemental spirit lives in the island and manifests itself to defend its 
territory. 2d6 Fire Elementals from Savage Worlds.

2-10 Hearts Escapees: The group discovers a T-Warrior, and two Altarans who claim to have escaped the 
Horune during the fighting. They are looking for a way off the island. Can they be trusted?

J-Ace Hearts Aquatic D-Bees: Today of all days! A small colony of aquatic D-Bees has come to the island to 
worship the fire spirit. They may render aid or seek sacrifices for fire gods!

2-10 Diamonds Alien Plants: These "fire flowers" can be made into a healing salve (Survival or Science). The balm 
relieves one level of Fatigue or treats one Wound—but it stings like hell.

J-Ace Diamonds Fresh Water: The group discovers a pool of water that appears clean, clear, and refreshing—unlike 
the rest of this hell hole. It's probably fine.

2-10 Clubs River of Lava: A vast magma flow cuts the island in two. Jumping from rock to rock requires an 
Athletics roll at –2. Those with flight can ferry teammates over, but this adds 6 hours to the Journey.

J-Ace Clubs Volcanic Eruption: The island's volcano belches out a thick cloud of smoke and ash, covering 
everything in a haze. Navigating the dangerous terrain requires an Electronics or Notice roll at –2.



THE VIEW FROM THE TOP
After enduring the island's dangers, the group faces a 
steep climb up the island's second tallest mountain to get 
to the radio transmitter. The ascent is treacherous, with 
plumes of smoke and rumbling volcanic activity, making 
it a challenging climb. Everyone must make an Athletics 
(Climbing) or Piloting (if using Power Armor, jetpack, etc.) 
at –2 to reach the top.

As you climb above the smoke and haze on the island, you 
can see clearly for miles, but the view is more grotesque than 
picturesque! A Splugorth Slave Barge are making landfall 
in a cove at the base of the mountain and heading for the 
radio tower. They must have tracked the signal somehow!

Thanks to their vehicles and power armor, the Minions 
of Splugorth are rapidly catching up. It's a race to the top!

A HILL TO DIE ONA HILL TO DIE ON
How the heroes got this far dictates how much preparation 

time they have before the Splugorth warriors arrives.

DIGGING IN
Give the group 5 bennies, removing one for each delay: 
failures during the beach approach, resting during Travel, 
or other failed rolls, etc. These represent their efforts to dig 
in and create traps and fortifications.

Regardless of their preparations, the group can find 
Medium Cover to defend from.

HOLD THE LINE
Once the heroes are dug in, the Splugorth force arrives and 
begins their assault. The Kittani troops try to get behind any 
defensive positions and pressure the radio operators. The 
Slaver Barge draws fire and forces the heroes to keep their 
heads down, while the Insecton Robotic Rover challenges 
any tough Legionnaires with it's weapon systems. 

Meanwhile, one of the Legionnaires must help the New 
Navy Marine upload the information about the pending 
attack on Houstown into the radio receiver. This is a 
Challenging Dramatic Task that must be done during the 
battle. Only one hero may attempt the task at a time. Others 
can Support, but work on the task draws attention away 
from the firefight. Failure means the message doesn't get 
through, and Houstown is sneak attacked!

SPLUGORTH ASSAULT TEAM

 E Splugorth Slaver: See Savage Foes of North America.
 � Altaran Warrior Women (1 per hero): See Savage Foes 

of North America.
 � Kittani Commandos (2 plus 1 per hero): Two wear 

Serpent Power Armor; see Atlantis and the Demon Seas, 
or substitute Commandos and two Pilots in NG-X9 
Samson from Savage Foes of North America.

 � Insecton Robotic Rover: Piloted by Kittani Commandos; 
see Atlantis and the Demon Seas, or substitute an NG EX-5 
Behemoth Explorer with a Dual-linked Medium Laser 
and two Particle Beam Cannons from The Tomorrow 
Legion Player's Guide.



TICONDEROGATICONDEROGA
Despite the results, the group must hold off the Splugorth 
assault for 5 rounds before air elements from the Ticonderoga 
come screeching overhead to assist. More marines begin to 
land behind the Splugorth forces. At this point, the fight 
becomes a mop-up operation using a Dangerous Quick 
Encounter to finish off the Splugorth and evacuate by Navy 
Storm Helicopters.

"Lifting off in the helicopters, the island shrinks down from 
nearly insurmountable terrain to tiny speck. Zipping along 
above the waves, another island appears on the horizon. As 
the aircraft gets closer, it becomes apparent that's no island—
it's a ship. A massive submersible aircraft carrier with boats, 
planes, and power armor zipping to and from its massive 
hangar bobs in the ocean as if someone made the fortress city 
of Chi-Town into a vessel. Setting down in its enormous bay, 
a delegation of medics greets the group. Behind them stands 
a tall, handsome man in a military uniform.

'Welcome aboard the USS Ticonderoga, the last remnants of 
the United States Navy. I am Captain Nemo, and you have my 
thanks for assisting our marines in their operation. You risked 
your lives to save others, something we don't see enough of in 
this new world order. It tells me that, despite my reservations 
about your so-called legion, we share some values. This might 
be the basis of more cooperation in the future.

In the meantime, we will escort your convoy to American 
territory, and you can make port unmolested. You won't see 
us, we'll be beneath the sea, but we will be watching."

If the Razor survives, the team can take it and join back 
up with their convoy. Otherwise, Captain Nemo gives them 
a ride to the frigate in a helicopter. When they finally show 
up, Commander Duke is incredulous.

"I can't wait to hear this fish story."

HORUNE PIRATE
Horune live to raid, pillage, and rarely back down from a 
good fight. While armed with eclectic gear, this entry is 
surprisingly typical.
Attributes: Agility d6, Smarts d6, Spirit d6, Strength d10, 

Vigor d8
Skills: Athletics d8, Common Knowledge d4, Boating 
d8, Electronics d6, Fighting d8, Intimidation d6, Notice 
d6, Persuasion d4, Psionics d6, Shooting d6, Stealth d6, 
Survival d6

Pace: 6; Parry: 6; Toughness: 15 (5)
Hindrances: Greedy (Minor), Illiterate, Loyal, Ruthless 
(Major)

Edges: Arcane Background (Psionics), Brave, Brawler, 
Brawny

Powers: arcane protection, elemental manipulation (water/
hydrokinesis), and relief. ISP: 10

Gear: Salvaged Medium Body Armor (+5 Armor, +2 
Toughness), Triax TX-26 Particle Beam Pistol (Range 
12/24/48, MD 3d8, AP 4, RoF 1, Disintegration, Atomic 
Annihilation), 1 × frag grenade (Range 5/10/20, 5d6 Mega 
Damage, LBT), Vibro-Shortsword (Str+d8 Mega Damage, 
AP 8), SCUBA gear.

Special Abilities:
 � Ignorant: −2 on Common Knowledge rolls.
 � Infravision: Horune halve Illumination penalties for 

targets radiating warmth.
 � Instinct Over Intellect: Horune suffer a −2 to Smarts 

rolls, but not linked skills.
 � Regeneration: Make a natural healing roll daily to 

recover Wounds, or weekly for Injuries once all Wounds 
have been healed.

 � Semi-Aquatic: Can hold their breath for 15 minutes 
before checking for drowning.

 � Skilled Swimmers: The Horune move their full 
Pace when swimming and are +2 on Athletics 
(swimming) checks.


